CR1 levels and gene polymorphisms exhibit differential association with falciparum malaria in regions of varying disease endemicity.
Complement receptor 1 (CR1/CD35) levels on erythrocytes and related CR1 polymorphisms have been associated with response to falciparum malaria in populations inhabiting malaria-endemic regions. Differences in disease association profiles of its low expression alleles have been observed in populations from different regions of the world. We analyzed the influence of CR1 levels and associated SNPs on susceptibility/resistance to falciparum malaria in Indian populations. Two CR1 SNPs [exon 22 (A/G) and intron 27 (A/T)] define the low expression (L) CR1 allele in populations inhabiting a Plasmodium falciparum-endemic and a nonendemic region of India. Populations of the endemic region have very low red blood cell surface CR1 levels and higher frequencies of the exon 22 and intron 27 mutant L alleles. Whereas low CR1 levels correlated with susceptibility to severe malaria in the nonendemic region, high CR1 levels were associated with manifestation of disease in the endemic region. In addition, the exon 22 L allele was a risk factor for severe malaria in the nonendemic region. Absence of correlation between levels of tumor necrosis factor-alpha, interferon-gamma, and interleukin-6 with CR1 levels in patients with severe disease indicated that RBC CR1 levels in individuals are not the major determinants of pro-inflammatory cytokine release during infection. Our results are interpreted in the context of differences in the pathogenesis of severe malaria in the malaria-endemic and nonendemic region.